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Abstract

Background
Hepatoid adenocarcinoma of bladder (HACD) is extremely rarely reported. Only 10 cases of HACD have been reported to date in English literature and no
molecular analyses of HACD have ever been reported

Case presentation:
This case was a 57-year-old man who complained of gross hematuria for 5 days and urinary tract ultrasound examination revealed a hypoechoic mass at the
right lateral wall of the bladder. 10 months later, the tumor recurred and transurethral resection was performed again. De�nitive diagnosis of HACD was made
by morphological and immunohistochemical analysis. A comparison was made between those two resections by the next generation sequencing (NGS).
Somatic mutations of TP53, RB1 and KMT2D and ampli�cations of CCND1 and FGFR1 were identi�ed in both resections. FGFR3 ampli�cation was detected
in the recurrent resection.

Conclusions
Detection of ampli�cations of FGFR1 and FGFR3 suggests that the FGFR pathway may play an important role in HACD and could be a candidate for
personalized treatment. In this report, we provide some useful molecular clues to the analysis of HACD, while the mechanism and treatment still need to be
explored.

Background
Hepatoid adenocarcinoma (HAC) is a very rare subtype of adenocarcinoma of extra-hepatic origin with its histopathological and immunohistochemical
characteristics mimicking that of primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Serum levels of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) are elevated or hepatic markers of AFP,
HepPar1, glypican-3 are over expressed in most cases but not in all of them. HAC has been reported in multiple organs and is frequently found in stomach
(63%), ovary (10%), lung (5%), gallbladder (4%), pancreas (4%), uterus (4%) [1]. Primary adenocarcinoma accounts for less than 2% of all bladder malignancies
and most adenocarcinomas are considered to be arising from urachal remnants [2]. Hepatoid adenocarcinoma of bladder (HACD) as a subtype is rarely
reported and solid or papillary components can be easily mistaken for high grade urothelial carcinoma (HGUC). To our knowledge, only 10 cases of HACD
have been reported in English literature and no molecular analyses of HACD have ever been reported [2–8]. In this study, we present a HACD case. We
analyzed its clinicopathological features and investigated the molecular gene mutation by the next generation sequencing (NGS).

Case Presentation
The patient was a 57-year-old man without unusual clinical antecedents, who complained of gross hematuria for 5 days without any obvious inducement in
March of 2019. Urinary tract ultrasound examination revealed a hypoechoic mass of 2.2 cm × 1.9 cm at the right lateral wall of the bladder with the presence
of internal vascularity on the Doppler ultrasound. Subsequently, the patient underwent a transurethral resection (TUR) and cystoscopy revealed a
pedunculated mass of 2.5cm × 3.0cm at the original site just above the right ureteral ori�ce. No signi�cant abnormality was seen in the ureteral mucosa.
Microscopically, the tumor cells were polygonal epithelial cells arranged in solid and papillary patterns (Fig. 1A). These tumor cells revealed wide eosinophilic
or granular cytoplasm, marked nuclear atypia, visible nucleoli, notable pathologic mitoses ( 10/10HPF) (Fig. 1B) and hyaline globules in the cytoplasm and
interstitial (Fig. 1C). Postoperative diagnosis was initially misdiagnosed as HGUC. 10 months later, the patient suffered a right lower abdominal pain for 2
months due to unknown reason. Urinary tract ultrasound examination revealed a hypoechoic mass of 0.6 cm × 0.5 cm and the patient underwent TUR again.
Besides polygonal cells with atypia and hyaline globules, cribriform and trabecular structures were present compared with the �rst resection, and there was a
transition between glands and solid nests as well (Fig. 1D). Immunohistochemical analysis con�rmed that the tumor cells in the second resection were
positive for AFP (Fig. 2A), Glypican-3 (Fig. 2B), SALL4(Fig. 2C), CDX-2, β-catenin (membrane expression) and focally positive for CK7, CD56, Syn, while
negative for CK20, AR, NKX3.1, GATA3, P63, PSMA, P504S, CgA and PSA. The Ki67 proliferation index was 70% (Fig. 2D). Further studies were also performed
in the �rst resection and showed that the tumor cells were positive for AFP, Glypican-3 and focally positive for HepPar-1 without any expression of GATA3 or
P63.

DNA-based NGS was performed by Macrogen USA (Rockville, MD) using the Ion Torrent (Life Technologies/Thermo Fisher Scienti�c, Waltham, MA) NGS
platform. Bioinformatics analysis of NGS data was processed by Torrent Server Suite 4.2 and sequences aligned to human genome reference sequence HG-19
(The Genome Reference Consortium). The FATHMM (Functional Analysis Through Hidden Markov Models), SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant), and
PolyPhen (Polymorphism Phenotyping) scores predicting functional consequences of coding variants were either obtained from the COSMIC (Catalogue of
Somatic Mutations in Cancer) at https:// cancer.sanger.ac.uk or assessed during bioinformatic analysis. Both resections were detected by DNA-based NGS
and compared their difference (Table 1). Somatic mutations of TP53, RB1 and KMT2D and ampli�cations of CCND1 and FGFR1 were identi�ed in both
resections. AKT1 ampli�cation and BRCA2 deletion were detected in the initial resection, while FGFR3 ampli�cation was detected in the recurrent resection.
Tumor mutation burden (TMB) was low of 2.81 and 3.37 Muts/Mb, respectively. No microsatellite abnormalities, gene rearrangements or fusions were
detected. Moreover, low-frequency mutations of CHEK1, EP300, ATM, CREBBP, RAD51, FANCC in the �rst resection and MRE11 in the second resection were
detected. In both resections, the tumor was con�ned to the lamina propria of the bladder. The patient was eventually diagnosed as HACD and received four
and three cycles of intravesical perfusion of gemcitabine in a dose of 1600 mg before and after recurrence, respectively. The patient was in a good condition
with a normal serum AFP levels till December 31, 2021.
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Table 1
Molecular pro�ling of the �rst and the second resection of HACD.

Samples Somatic mutation Copy number variations MSS/MSI Rearrangements
or fusions

TMB

Gene Alteration AA change Frequency Gene Deletion /
Ampli�cation

Copy
numbers

The �rst
resection

TP53 c.225_240del16 p.A76fs*42 85.90% CCND1 Ampli�cation 7.25 MSS Not detected 2.81

RB1 c.975_978delTCTT p.Y325* 73.20% AKT1 Ampli�cation 2.12

KMT2D c.11035C > T, p.Q3679* 45.60% FGFR1 Ampli�cation 2.07

KMT2D c.11377C > T p.Q3793* 42.10% BRCA2 Deletion 0.59

SMARCA4 c.3277C > T p.R1093* 1.40%

The
second
resection

TP53 c.225_240del16 p.A76fs*42 82.60% CCND1 Ampli�cation 5.13 MSS Not detected 3.37

RB1 c.975_978delTCTT p.Y325* 56.30% FGFR1 Ampli�cation 2.22

KMT2D c.11035C > T p.Q3679* 44.00% FGFR3 Ampli�cation 2.03

KMT2D c.11377C > T p.Q3793* 44.60%

Discussion
HACD, as a rare site of HAC, shared the morphological and immunohistochemical similarity to primary HCC, together with elevated serum levels of AFP. We
reviewed the previously reported cases of HACD and summarized them in Table 2. Including the present case, most of the patients were middle aged or elderly
male adults of 45 to 89 years old and the median age at presentation was 68 years old, which was similar to HAC of other sites. Nearly 81.8% of patients with
HACD were presented with hematuria as the main clinical manifestation. Among the 7 cases with a preoperative examination of serum AFP, 6 cases had
increased serum AFP levels before operation. Tumor sites were reported in the right wall (3 cases), urachal site (1 case), posterior basal wall (1 case) and
anterior wall (1 case) of bladder with a tumor size of 0.6cm to 11cm in diameter.

Table 2
Clinical characteristics of reported HACD cases.

Case/reference Age Gender Symptoms Sites in
bladder

Tumor
size

(cm)

Serum AFP
levels

Arrangements Hyaline
globules

Bile
pigment

Mitosis

(/10HPF)

1 Sinard
[3]

68 F Hydronephrosis Anterior
wall

2.5 NA solid, tubular + + 10–15 TUR

2 Yamada
[4]

89 F Hematuria Right wall 6.5 12700 solid NA NA NA TUR + TC

3 Burgues
[2]

71 M Hematuria Posterior
basal wall

NA Normal organoid,solid,
tubular

+ - 10 TUR

4 Lopez [5] 66 M Hematuria NA 6.5 1065 NA + + 14 TC

5 Lopez [5] 85 M Hematuria NA 80g NA NA + + 15 TUR + TC

6 Lopez [5] 61 M Hematuria NA 5 2025 NA + + 10 TC

7 Lopez [5] 68 M Hematuria NA 1.5 1070 NA - - 8 TUR

8
Kawamura
[6]

79 M Hematuria Right wall 1 39 NA NA NA NA TUR

9 Sekino
[9]

49 M No symptoms NA 0.6 NA solid,trabeculae + NA NA TUR

10
Fernando
[8]

51 M Hematuria and
abdominal pain

Urachal
site

11 Elevated nest,trabeculae + NA 10 PC

11 present
case

57 M Hematuria Right wall 3 NA solid, tubular,
papillary

+ - 10 TUR

F: female, M: male, NA: Not available, TUR: transurethral resection, TC: total cystectomy, PC: partial cystectomy, NED: no evidence of disease, DOD: died of dis

Histologically, origin of HACD remained controversial but the histological features were distinctive. It was comprised of large polygonal cells with abundant
eosinophilic or clear cytoplasm and a variable proportion of nest, cords, solid, tubular, papillary or trabeculae structures could be present (Table 2). Most cases
of HACD showed high-grade nuclei, central nuclei and prominent nucleoli. Pathologic mitosis was notable ( 10/10HPF). Intracellular and intercellular hyaline
globules and intracytoplasmic bile pigment could also be occasionally seen. AFP, Glypican-3, SALL4, HepPar-1 and Arginase-1 were recognized as diagnostic
markers in most cases of HACD. One of the important steps for diagnosis was the possibilities of ruling out metastases of HCC, HAC and adenocarcinoma of
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other sites before diagnosis. Newly reported gastric adenocarcinoma with enteroblastic differentiation had also to be differentiated as its distinction from HAC
is extremely di�cult [10]. Therefore, a close systemic examination and long-term follow-up was required. Further more, HGUC with solid and papillary
arrangements had histological overlaps and might mimic HACD just like this case which was initially misdiagnosed in the �rst resection. Primary urothelial
carcinoma of bladder with hepatoid features or yolk sac tumor differentiation had also to be distinguished from HACD and a close pathologic sampling and
examination was necessary [11].

The molecular changes associated with HACD were poorly understood. We reported the earliest NGS analysis of HACD and showed that somatic mutations of
TP53, RB1 and KMT2D and ampli�cations of CCND1 and FGFR1 in both resections had been detected. This case had a low TMB and was microsatellite-
stable. Gene rearrangements or fusions were not detected. TP53 and RB1 mutations were frequently reported in a lot of tumors and simultaneously loss
function of RB1 and TP53 was considered to be the initial event of tumorgenesis [12]. TP53 mutation was also found in other sites of HAC. Tsuruta[13]
reported about 27% of all cases of gastric HAC had TP53 mutation, while few cases had KRAS and CTNNB1 mutation and no BRAF mutation was observed.
Only 6% of the gastric HAC cases had a MLH1 loss [13]. Besides, high-frequency mutations of CEBPA, RPTOR, WISP3, MARK1 and CD3EAP were also
identi�ed within 10–20% of gastric HAC [14]. Mutations of TP53, RB1 and FGFR3 were relatively frequent in the bladder cancers and mutations in FGFR3 had
a close relationship with bladder cancers [15–17]. Besides, no abnormality was found by systemic imaging examinations which indicated that this patient
should suffer a primary bladder cancer instead of secondary or metastatic HAC. Yamada [4] reported a HACD with urothelial carcinoma in situ in the mucosa
proximal to the main tumor and more and more urothelial carcinoma with hepatoid features were reported [11, 18, 19]. Vail[20] reported that 72% of urothelial
carcinoma with glandular differentiation had TERT promoter mutations, while primary adenocarcinoma of bladder had no TERT promoter mutations. TERT
promoter mutations were thought to have a differential diagnosis value and suggested that primary adenocarcinoma of bladder might have different origin or
carcinogenesis. Nevertheless, further exploration was still needed to determine whether a relationship existed between HACD and urothelial carcinoma.
KMT2D was essential for early embryonic development and loss of function could lead to genomic instability. It encoded a highly conserved histone lysine
methyltransferase of the SET1 family, which was frequently mutated in lymphoma [21, 22]. KMT2D mutation had high mutation abundance in this case which
was not reported previously in HACD.

Most patients with HACD had TUR and 3 cases had cystectomy. 4 patients were staged T3 and 8 patients had relapsed. The most common site of metastasis
was the lung and 3 cases died within 12 to 19 months. Among the 7 cases with staged Ta, T1 and T2, 6 cases had gross hematuria and none of them died
from the disease except for one lost to follow up. Though HACD was thought to be an aggressive tumor and have a poor prognosis, prognosis of HACD
seemed to be slightly better than HAC of other sites as early clinical symptoms of gross hematuria might contribute to the early detection and treatment.
Nowadays, there was no recommended treatment in the HACD. In this case, NGS found FGFR1 ampli�cation in both resections and FGFR3 ampli�cation in the
recurrent resection. FGFR signaling pathway was con�rmed to play key roles in promoting the proliferation, differentiation, and migration of tumor cells. Thus,
FGFR signaling pathway was regarded as one of the therapeutic targets [23]. More and more FGFR inhibitors had gone clinical or pre-clinical trials and some
achieved great success in tumor-targeted therapies not just in bladder cancers [24]. Meanwhile, it remained to be demonstrated whether HACD patients with
FGFR1 and FGFR3 ampli�cations might bene�t from FGFR inhibitors like other bladder cancers.

Conclusions
HACD is indeed rare and it is crucial for pathologists to be aware of the histological overlaps between HGUC and HACD. This case showed the partial
morphological and immunohistochemical similarity to primary HCC. NGS showed somatic mutations of TP53, RB1 and KMT2D and gene ampli�cations of
CCND1 and FGFR1. FGFR ampli�cations may play an important role in HACD and might bene�t from FGFR inhibitors treatment. Our research tries to provide
more clues for the molecular basis of HACD, while further researches in large cases will be needed.

Abbreviations
HACD: hepatoid adenocarcinoma of bladder; HGUC: high grade urothelial carcinoma; TUR: transurethral resection; HPF: high power �eld; NGS: next generation
sequencing; HAC: hepatoid adenocarcinoma; HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma; AFP: alpha-fetoprotein; FGFR: �broblast growth factor receptors; H&E:
hematoxylin and eosin staining; IHC: immunohistochemical staining
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Figures

Figure 1

A In the �rst resection, the tumor cells grew in solid nests and complex papillae with a edematous �brovascular axis (H&E×25).

B The tumor cells revealed wide eosinophilic cytoplasm, marked nuclear atypia, visible nucleoli, notable pathologic mitoses (Right arrow, H&E×200).

C Hyaline globules were visible in the cytoplasm and interstitium (Left arrow, H&E×200).

D In the second resection, the tumor cells had complex cribriform and trabecular structures. Focally, there was a transition between glands and solid nests
(H&E×50).
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Figure 2

A AFP was strongly positive in the �rst resection (IHC×100).

B Glypican-3 was strongly positive in the �rst resection (IHC×100).

C SALL4 was diffusely positive in the second resection (IHC×50).

D The Ki67 proliferation index was 70% (IHC×50).


